
Reversing the Gaze 
 
 

I do not recall the salt extracts you expired. 
I read that you have reversed the gaze of every appropriated culture you have ever bled. 

 
I have carried over my weeping as a lost paragraph. 
I open it in public, insert a word, but it refuses to say anything clean. 

 
Do not ask me to interrogate the Bengali cricket. 
It has lodged in my throat, and I am working toward its release. 

 
The spread of tuberculosis is difficult, if not impossible, to track. 
Something is restless in the decaying peacock they have sewn slantwise into my chest. 

 
And if I return your forms, if you recall the notary, will she examine the cut lotus? 
I’m sure no one else is even close to detecting its scriptural tease. 

 
The abundance of forts in Rajasthan is painful to discern. More painful to enact. 
I have been stripping layer after layer of red sandstone from my spine—not like the thin  
     of an onion but in the thick tradition of boiling the blubber of a long-sought whale. 



The Sacred and the Profane 
 
 

There must be a prize for counting to three hundred? 
Three hundred breaths. Three hundred days into the year. Blood pheasants, say, stored  

in the gut. A three-hundredth Sutra. 
 

She willingly owled my regret with calculated hunger. 
Will you permit me to redress your wounds with night thunder? 

 
I sense your memory of saliva searching the complicated caves of body salts. 
There is a sensation of candlesticks in my hand, as if someone said chakra, then seven  
     churches, and finally, seven holy lamps in the spine. 

 
This tremendous angel of how I might regret. 
I am incapable of reptile service, even if I exude a warm green as the common   
     commission of my ear. 

 
I don’t want to be allowed to count backwards, by threes—or even by the hundreds— 
     while you elongate your ankle to flatter the shaving cut on your leg. 
Let me touch the length of desire you relinquish, with each floating rib, into the  
     bathwater accepting your dirt as its own. Accepting my dirt as belonging to you. As 
     belonging to what of you I most want to be. 



In All My Blindness 
 
 

All my poetry compañeros, like avuncular stew, stir my late-night dead. 
Vallejo. Hernández. George Seferis. Even Takahashi soup. 

 
When we interrupt ourselves, introduce a splinter of Japanese or Greek, where do we  

find the termite-induced wood? 
I am busy translating myself into dissolve, into one of the three lost languages of salt. 

 
I have written about being born many times as no one else’s duplicate. 
Carbon copy the carbon data of my wrist. Keep at least a ring of smoke for yourself. 

 
When I went to the funeral home for my friend I imagined my own last song. 
Would it be Ravi’s Raga Bhimpalasi? Jimi’s guitar? Yogananda’s chants? Or, simply,  
     afternoon roof-scratch of a displaced possum or skunk? 

 
What do we hear when we step, finally, to and from the nocturnal mud? 
When they gather to admire the mortician and honor a wrist well-bled? 

 
Last week, I watched a film about baby leopards and warthogs. 
I imagined sloshing in my own warthog hole, climbing over my littermates, pleading (in  
     all my blindness) to the lush African night for the necessary touch of the ponderous— 
     filthy—teat. 



Hearing Ourselves in Other People’s Ears 
 
 

He did go on a bit. 
He was not used to hearing himself in other people’s ears. 

 
We selected a sheepskin gown on the sixth day of the sixth moon during the pitiable  
     frothing of the leaves. 
In a long poem entitled, “Unfortunately,” I described the frequency of sex exhibited by a  
     very damp lamp. 

 
It started with the image of Henry Ford feeding a canary into the electric mouth of  
     Einstein biting an apple named Edison. 
Now I am prepared for the charged scar of almost nothing. 

 
If the troughs of the sea wanted to suffocate Neruda. 
If the door did not want to be held, splintering instead into the oyster hand of Francis  
     Ponge. 

 
If the endocrine glands themselves had attacked Vallejo. The color, a park-bench green  
     and all that sad flaking hair. 
If I had only been employed as a teacher of the mildest most tired. 

 
Talk talk talk. Click clack click. 
He was not used to having himself shutter forth a mouthed vowel, stutter-step a camera  
     voiced into her ear. 

 
We listened as if disinterested. 
We disinterred every possible illness from our deepest fear. 

 
We were not, we heard, as rich as Einstein. 
Never as smart as Ford. As lightning-stretched as a kite. 

 
The lack of attachment could be seen in married couples as they moiled mouth upon  
     mouth, month to month, from tv-tray to tv-tray, parents’ nights to prom. 
There was an affluent physician who taught me how to stay healthy by minding my  
     mind’s ear and its customary regret. 
  



Critical Dispersal 
 
 

I was born with a monkfish in each wrist. 
Countless births blottered me with more this, less that. 

 
I look at my Brahms’ cds—the symphonies, the concertos—and reconfigure a simple life. 
Then I examine my hands and bear witness to sea-lice and eggs laid by the male  
     seahorse. 

 
At breakfast, César Vallejo and Alfonsina Storni take turns trying to impress me. 
I never realized all the things you could do with blueberry compote and a shred of burnt   
     toast on a pursed lip. 

 
It they get it right, his mouth actually fits her papers. 
If they get it right, the moon-scar on her rump has nothing to do with starlight sinning in  
     the deaf man’s ear. 

 
Will you return to me everything she has said? 
Will you tell me whether you ate meat together and what his worry resembled in the  
     intimate dark? 

 
We broiled the fish, ate it, and read the bones backwards and forwards at once. 
More this, less that, somehow didn’t matter—in her wind, in his voice—when we saw  
     our large hands and mouths from inside one another’s trembling molecule of salt. 

 
 

 



Sad Enough for Seventeen and a Half Incarnations 
 
 

They say that when one plant in the room is cut, all the others psychically bleed. 
I learned from the yogi not to eat in public so as not to inhale the asthma of others. 

 
I’ve been lost and sad enough for at least seventeen and a half incarnations. 
It’s time to rejoice in the broken fork, even in the unrelenting grasp of the napkin ring. 

 
I figured I’d count backwards from sweater to vest to bare-skinned chest. 
We arrive and grow with much expectation. As kids we think staying up past ten will one  
     day salve every possible bleed. 

 
I look around the room and solve many hosts. 
They invite me in. To myself. Where I am rarely at rest. 

 
You want to enter your blood in a contest against mine? 
You’re convinced that Douglas really bit Lincoln’s ear off in the ring of the great  
     debate? That Alexander unsheathed his sword into the bowels of a burning book? 

 
Alright, I’ve had enough of trying to relive your parasite in the deaths of my lower folds. 
I won’t take my meal before you, but I will hold your head tenderly in my lap and wipe  
     away—from us both—any tear you might give, or sad, or joyfully grieve. 

 
 



If I Were the Direction West 
 
 

I’m always collecting words. 
Once, when I was alive, I found the word dread, splintered, there, in a stick inside my  
     right cheek. 

 
For sixty-two years I have borne the body armor of a gnat. 
I was as slow-moving as any possible blight. 

 
Around the settlement were huge qualities of salt. 
The grave of a German explorer in Bushrata entranced me. 

 
How could the eye so blind? 
How could I know then what I’ve only now described? 

 
And so I collected the words ivory. I collected gorgeous and buxom. 
I ensconced the phrase, Candle this lit wick a bit more saliva. 

 
If I were the direction west, how would you know whether my moon had bruised,  
     whether my tobacco was finally acceptable? 
If I called myself fairly safe, why wait for me at the depot fully closed? Why redden your  
     mouth with the stinging juice of a beet? 

 



African Sleep Sickness 
 
 

I cannot say whether I trekked from Bambane to Ujiji in quest of the Nile, or even in  
     search of some form of, Am I good enough? 
What I know is there was a river, a seventy-three-days’ march, and ulcers on my feet  
     beneath an enormous canopy of screw palms. 

 
Show me the tree under which they buried the heart and viscera. 
Show me a kind talk of falls, the way water struggles against an enormous rainbow. 

 
This was not two years of advanced human remains. 
This was the Zambezi Valley. Lake Dilolo. And everywhere, even tsetse flies bit the  
     underbelly of an ox. 

 
Were these our words? Unresolved sexual fantasies resurfacing now as the sleep  
     sickness? 
Were we aching into ourselves—not in the comforting love-grasp but with having never  
     quite grown up? 

 
Or were they words of the well-sung? We had been known to trek through ooze— 

coarse bamboo, splinters in the wet, and a coughing black mud. 
Someone brought a rhinoceros egg. Said the dream was from centuries before. 
 
The Hindu scriptures say it takes more than a million lives just to become human. 
Red driver ants abled my observations into a quite featureless spring. 

 
Wet, wet memory of childhood habit-stanced my glance. 
Years later, I even read that for five coils of copper I milked maggots for twenty minutes  
     from my toes. 
 
If you make me porridge with sour goat milk, I might remember my many mothers. 
Here, touch this finger. Tell me which of my past lives you most lived. 

 
 

 
 

 


